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January 2, 1985
CHAIRMAN

The Honorable Tom Bev111, Chairman -

Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development '

Committee on Appropriations
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am responding to your letter of November 9, 1984 concerning
the restart of Three Mile Island, Unit 1 (TMI-1).

The' Commission is interested in and is working diligently toward-
reaching a decision on the restart of TMI-1. The question is
not one of unwillingness or inability of the Commission to reach
a decision; instead it is ene of complying with the conditions
for a restart set forth in the August 9, 1979 Order which
directed TMI-1 to remain in a cold shutdown condition.

As you know, there are a number of. issues which must be resolved
before a restart decision can be made. The Commi.ssion and its
licensing boards have devoted substantial time and resources to
this proceeding to resolve those issues in a timely manner.
Unfortunately, new developments aross such as cheating on
operator examinations, after the end of the initial round of'
public hearings which relate to issues set out in the 1979
shutdown order. In making its decision whether to allow
restart, the Commission cannot ignore information clearly
relevant to r'estart issues. Inevitably, consideration of that
information has taken some time. We are attaching a chronology
prepared by our Office of Policy Evaluation which illustrates
the complexity of this case.

One of the most complex issues has been the management
competence and integrity issue. The 1979 Order called for a
hearing on specified issues, including management competence. A
hearing on this subject was held but subsequent developments
raised questions about management integrity. The NRC staff in
NUREG-0680, Supplement No. 5, concluded that, had the staff
known during the hearing what it knows now it would likely have
concluded that Metropolitan Edison Company (the former TMI.
licensee) had not met-the standard of reasonable assurance of no
undue risk to public health and safety. The staff concluded,
however, that General.Public Utilities Nuclear manageme'nt-(GPUN*

-- the current licensee) has sufficient competence and integrity
to operate TMI-1. However, in reaching this concl~usion, the
staff relied extensively on information developed since the ,

hearing recurd closed in 1982. The Commission, noting the
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amount of extra-record material relied on by the staff's
conclusions regarding Metropolitan Edison Company, in an Order |

dated September 11, 1984, asked the parties to address whether.

any of the information considered in Supplement No. 5 warrants
reopening of the hearing record.

In accord with this order, the Commission will decide what
further hearings are required in this proceeding and whether the
public health, safety or interest require completion of those
hearings prior to restart. The Commission's current schedule
calls for it to address these questions during the month of
January. This approach should identify exactly what issues
remain to be resolved, thereby making the restart proceeding
ma,nageable. _

On September 11, 1984 the Commission also issued an order in the
restart proceeding which denied licensee's request to stay the
reopened hearings ordered by the Appeal Board. The Appeal Board
had remanded three issues to the Licensing Board for further
hearings. The order denying the stay explained that the
licensee had not made the showing legally required to justify a
stay of the hearings while~the Commission decides whether those

; hearings are required. Hearings are currently underway on two
'

of the three remanded issues.

There are also a number of other 1-ssues which must Se completed
by GPUN and certified by the staff. While these need noti

preclude a Commission decision to allow restart they may impact
on the actual physical restart of the-plant. For example, GPUN
nust demonstrate compliance with the' Commission's equipment
qualification requirements and must resolve emergency planning
issues. In addition, GPUN will have to cope with continuing'

steam generator problems.

The Commission is acutely aware of the length of time this
|. proceeding has lasted. HoWever, the Commission cannot authorize

the facility to restart until it finds that the concerns leading'

to plant shutdown have been adequately addressed. The
Commission will continue to give the TMI-1 restart proceeding
the attention necessary to. conclude it in as timely a manner as
possible.

. . .
'

Commission Bernthal adds:

"It.may be worth an attempt to explain the sometimes
insxplicable and arcane workings of the NRC,
especially in respect.to TMI. For reasons which are
only understandable within.the special context of the-
accident at TMI-2, in the case of TMI-1 the Commission
chose to depart from what has always been standard
procedure in enforcement matters. .

| For Commission o'rders which re' quire improvements -in
safety, that procedure is to permit hearings on the'
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sole question of whether the order should be
sustained.- TheLlicensee has standing to challenge the

j. order and' request a hearing. As in the case of TMI-1,

| however, if the licensee does not request a hearing
there is no. adjudicatory: proceeding in_such
i circumstances, and the actions mandat~ed by the order
are simply 1 enforced by the NRC staff. If an
- immediately effective license suspension is issued,
the staff must satisfy itself that the actions i

,

! required byLthe order have.been completed and the
concerns'that. prompted the immediately effective4

[ suspension have been resolved, so that there'can again
be reasonable _ assurance that public health and safetyi

j is-preserved. Only.then will the Commission lift the
-susp6nsion.

-'~ -

; As a matterEof practice, the Commission has'tradi-
tionally not provided an opportunity for an,

,

: adjudicatory hearing.on. issues other-than whether to-

! sustain an order enhancing safety. That practice has
J - been upheld by the United States Court of Appeals for

| the District of Columbia Circuit in Bellotti v. NRC,
'

< 725 F2d 1380 (D.C. Cir. 1983), the only federal
i appellate decision which has specifically addressed
: the issue.
:

In the case of-TMI-l however, on July 2, 1979 the;

Commission announced that a full adjudicatory hearing| .

would be convened'as a discretionary matter. Leaving'

| aside the arguable merits of th% Commission's
'

i decision, there seems little question today that, had
! the Commission followed its standard enforcement
i procedure, the question of whether or.under what-
!. conditions TMI-1 would be permitted to restart could
'- have bee'n resolved by-now, even considering the

additional substantive problems which have' surfaced
; subsequent to the initiation of the hearing.
t
'

Thus, throughout the proceeding a major impediment to
decision-making by the Commission has been that,

i having an adjudicatory hearing,'the Commission-is at
the same time conducting off-the-record informal
review, similar to that.which it wo01d norma 11y-'

conduct-in.any' enforcement 1 case, to satisfy itselfi

! that the concerns which prompted the license suspen-
| sion have been resolved. -This concurrent decision-

making process-creates'an inevitable tension between;

the Commission, which correctly takesEth.e' position'

; - that'in enforcement proceedings it:is entitled to
; consider all ava.ilable-information to determine''

i. whether a license suspension can be lifted, and the
; participants in the discretionary adjudicatory

proceeding, who argue that they are entitled to testL
~

[ 1n'the adjudicatory; format;any extra-record:informa-

!~
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tion on which the Commission relies, and which bears'

on issues litigated in the restart proceeding.
,

Given this conflict, the Commission has often found
itself effectively paralyzed in the decisionmaking
process because it has been unable to deal with the
information before it in a procedurally consistent
manner. Instead of treating the matter as either a
formal proceeding or an informal one, the Commission
has proceeded in quasi-formal fashion, with the
inevitable unfortunate result that no satisfactory
resolution of the issues has been possible to date.

Of course, all of this is now water under the bridge,
and ~the critical questi6n is how best to conclude the

~

Commission's tortuous consideration of THI-1, and make
.

a decision as to whether or under what conditions this
licensee should be permitted to restart the TMI-1
facility. Finally then, on September 11, 1984 the
Commission issued an order which can lead to an
orderly and definitive Commission decision on whether
further evidentiary hearings are necessary, and if so,
what the appropriate scope of those hearings should
be.

In order to reach such a deci.sion in a timely manner
that is comprehensible to the public and the parties
concerned, I believe the Commission should long ago
have assumed more direct responsibility for the TMI
proceedings. Even as late as reveral months ago, the
Commission could have seriously considered holding any
further evidentiary hearings before the Commission
itself, with the appointment of a Special Master to
rule on evidentiary matters. Had grave and complex
new considerations arisen in the course of those
hearings, the Commiss' ion would of course always have
been free to refer such matters to the appropriate
office or adjudicatory panel within the agency.

This procedure may well have been the only one which
would have (1) allowed the parties to test in an*

adjudicatory format the information introduced to
supplement the evidentiary record, ~(2) permitted the
Commission to acquire through questioning of the
witnesses whatever additional information may bear on
the restart question,..(3) been easily understood by
the public, and (4) been concluded to permit a final

,

Commission decision in a reasonable time on the
question of whether or under what conditions to permit
licensee to restart the TMI-1 facility. Had the
Commission adopted this procedure long ago, there is .

no question in my mind that the TMI matter would have
consumed far les's of the Commission's time and of the
valuable time of all parties concerned."

.
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The Commission has considered the comments of Commissioner
Bernthal. The Commission agrees that, whatever arguments may be
made about the procedures that were adopted in 1979, the
question now is how best to proceed in light of all the
information and comments at hand. The Commission does not now
believe that the answer is that the Commis~sion itself should
conduct any further hearings that are to be held. Nonetheless,
the Commission is cu'rrently. reviewing ALAB-772 and related
matters, and all Commissioner proposals will be considered
during its review.

Sincerely,

ft. Y 'L' $-- -

Nunzio J. Palladino

En cl'o s u re :
TMI-1 Chronology.

cc: Rep. John Myers

.
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ATTACHMENT-

CHRONOLOGY OF TMI-1 MANAGEMENT PROCEEDING
,

3/79 TMI-2 Accident.

7/2/79 Commission order that TMI-1 remain shutdown until a hearing is
held and further Commission order issued.

8/9/79 Commission order provided general scope to hearing
(CLI-79-8) specifying completion of certain short-term items and

reasonable p,rogress on long-term items prior to any restart.

3/6/80 -- Commission order provided to Licensing Board on scope of
CLI80-5) management issues.

10/15/80 Commencement of evidentiary hearing on management.

8/11/81 I&E Notification of cheating by two TMI operators..

:
8/27/81 Licensing Board Partial Initial Decision favorable to,

management issues, but retained jurisdiction to consider
effects of cheating and first used the phrase " management
integrity" in this proceeding in relation to the potential

! consequences of the cheat.ing incidents.

10/81 Licensing Board reopened the record on cheating.

10/14/81 Unpublished Board memorandum and order to Special Master
Milhollin on conducting reopened proceeding.

4/28/82 Special Master's report on cheating.

7/27/82 Board's partial ~ initial decision on cheating (reopened
proceeding). -

12/82 Draft Order for restart immediate effectiveness decision
submitted to the Commission. .

,
.

1/13/82 Closed Commissio'n meeting where majority indicates it will
approve order allowing restart but will n.ot take public
announcement pending internal issuance of Commissioner
Gilinsky dissent to other Commission offices.

2/83-4/1/83 Commission deliberates on the significance of GPU v. B&W
trial record to a management decision.

,

4/18/83 Staff indicates its plan to " revalidate" management integrity.

5/6/83 Staff reports expanding revalidation effort since it has ,

become aware of existence of BETA and RHR reports.
i

.
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5/18/83 Staff inspection report 50-289/83-10 issued which
"revalidates" GPU procedural adherence, policies and
management practices. This report ~also partially evaluated
substance of BETA and RHR report. It concluded licensee's
policies and practices support restart, that numerous changes
to management had occurred since the Hartman allegations and
that such allegations did not at that time present concerns
that required resolution prior to restart.

5/19/83 Staff states that despite inspection report on revalida' tion
raised by Hartman issue, four additional open items forestall
staff.'s ability to~ reach a conclusion on management integrity.- -

6/7/83 Staff proposes that " integrity" issues about individuals be
handled separately from issues about the corporate

'

institution.-

6/10/83 GPU Proposal to " separate out" certain individuals.

6/22/83 Commissioner Gilinsky views given to SECY for distribution to
parties.

6/28/83 Comission does not approve staff proposal to separate
integriti from corporate institution. NRR approved to conduct
further review of GPU v. B&W trial material. Possible TMI-1
leak rate irregularities become generally known.

;

8/31/83 Appeal Board remands Hartman allegations to Licensing Board
(ALAB-738).

9/83 Staff completes GPU v. B&W trial review, forwards additional
issues to 0I.

10/7/83 Comission temporarily stays ALAB-738, notifies parties of
impasse over resolution of integrity issues.

11/28/83 Comission meeting at which GPU announced that their June 1983
reorganization had been implemented, Arnold replaced by Clark,
and three outside directors named to act as Nuclear Safety

,

Compliance Committee.
,

12/5/83 Oral presentations by parties to Comission on GPU management-

proposal. -.

1/20/84 Comission. publishes list of integrity, issues for public
coment.

.
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1/27/84 ' Comission states tentative plans for reaching a decision on
restart (Separation memo).

'

2/6/84 GPUN announces mana ement changes (0' Leary replaces Dieckamp
as Chairman of GPUN .

2/28/84 OI issues investigation report on Training. (Also3/22,5/31)

2/29/84 Guilty plea by GPU on TMI-2 leak rate falsification.

3/15/84 New members of GPUN Board named (Nuclear Safety and Compliance
Comittee).

~- -

4/13/84 Staff issues Operational Readiness Inspection Report.

4/16/84 OI issues investigation report on TMI-1 leak rate.

4/16/84 OI issues investigation report on Beta /RHR.

5/18/84 OI issues investigation reports on Keaten and Lucien.

5/18/84 OI issues investigation report on Parks / King /Gischell.
'

: 5/24/84 Appeal Board issues the TMI-1 management decision (ALAB-772),
remanding three issues to Licensing Board.

6/1/84 Comission requests parties' coments on lifting effectiveness
considering ALAB-772 and all other relevant information.

6/18/84 Former TMI-2 operations supervisor indicted for cheating on
i NRC cperator examinations in 1979.

6/19/84 Appeal Board denies motion to reopen on Beta /RHR reportability
(ALAB-774).

6/21/84 Aamodts file motion on TMI-2 radioactive releases.

6/22/84 01 issues investigation report on remaining Hartman ,

allegations (other than TMI-2 leak rate).. . .
,

6/25/84 Staff notifies Comission that because of FEMA evaluation it
cannot yet certify completion of all required emergency
planning conditions.-

7/1/84 OI issues investigation report on Fire Protection
Irregularities.

.
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7/3/84 Licensee submits special report of 0ARP Committee on training
(responding to issue raised in ALAB-772).

7/13/84 OI issues investigation report on Radiation Monitoring.

7/13/84 OI issues investigation report on Change in Testimony.

7/26/84 Staff issues NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5 (Evaluation of Management
Integrity) as part of its response to Comission's June 1
Order.

8/D/84 TMIA files 2.206 Petition on Management Competence and-

Integrity.

8/15/84 Comission hears oral presentations by parties on
effectiveness.

8/15/84 OI issues investigation report on liartman allegations.

I 9/11/84 Comission issues two orders which permit hearings on
training, mailgram and leak rate allegations to proceed while
Comission reviews need for further hearings.'

'

9/25/84 Director'of NRR issues final Director's Decision denying UCS
2.206 on Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Petition.

10/1/84 TMIA supplements its 2.206 petition on management competence
and integrity.'

10/31/84 Licensing Board issues favorable decision on amendment
approving TMI-1 steam generator repair program.
,

11/1/84 Coments received from parties on need for further hearings.

11/14/84 Licensing Board hearings recomenced on remanded issues.

11/16/84 Fonner TMI-2 operations supervisor convicted for cheating on
NRC operator exams in 1979,

~ ~

12/3/84 Comission declines to take revidW of Directors' 9/25/84
Decision which denied the UCS petition on EFW system.

12/13/84 Comission denies Aamodt motion on TMI-2 radioactive
releases.

12/20/84 Comission denies UCS request on EFW flow indication accuracy.
. .
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